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Your Recovery Will  
Be Talent-Driven

Recent spikes in COVID-19 infection rates 
around the globe underscore the fact that 
much uncertainty still lies ahead in overcoming 
the unprecedented health and economic 
impacts of COVID-19. 

The key to accelerating your organization’s 
bounce-back can be summed up in a single 
word: resilience. Resilient companies are 
proactive, digitally-enabled enterprises that 
can respond to changing business conditions 
through agile processes, infrastructure 
and strategic partnerships. An analysis by 
McKinsey & Company found that companies 
that launched strategic initiatives to intervene 
during the 2007 recession performed better 
at the outset of the downturn and for several 
years afterward. 

According to a recent survey of HR leaders 39% 
say they’re harnessing the crisis to reshape and 
reprioritize their company’s talent agenda. 

 
Record unemployment rates and concerns 
over job security present opportunities for 
companies with resilient talent acquisition 
strategies to bolster their workforces with 
top talent, address skills gaps and overcome 
leadership succession challenges.

Is your recruitment strategy optimized for the 
new normal? This report provides insights and 
best practices for transforming recruitment to 
accelerate your organization’s bounce-back. 

 

Trendicators is the research 
division of the E2E group of 

companies, leading providers of 
engaging career and consumer 

experiences. Trendicators 
provides original HR research, 
along with reports on insights 

and best practices from industry 
leaders and experts
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A proactive recruitment strategy enables faster 
response to changing market conditions 

With the post-pandemic recovery period expected to last several years, now is an important time for 

reevaluating your recruitment strategy. Begin with an assessment of your company’s current state. The 

maturity model below can serve as a quick assessment tool. Plot your organization’s current and future 

states according to the five core capabilities listed in the far-left column. The ultimate goals of your 

recruitment transformation initiative should be to work with internal business partners to anticipate 

hiring needs and to optimize sourcing and recruitment functions using analytics to progressively 

improve candidate experiences and hiring outcomes.

SURVIVING STANDARDIZING PROACTIVE

Predictive analytics 
drive talent 
management processes, 
succession planning and 
optimization of talent 
decisions

WORKFORCE 
PLANNING

CANDIDATE 
EXPERIENCE

RECRUITMENT 
ANALYTICS

SOURCING 
STRATEGY

SELECTION 
PROCESS

TRANSFORMATIONAL

Optimized candidate 
experiences and 
employer-consumer 
brand integration and 
alignment; chatbots 
enable personalized 
communications

Artificial Intelligence 
drives prescriptive 
analytics to shape the 
future state and talent 
development

Candidate-first 
experience creates a 
pull strategy, combining 
social and learning 
elements; artificial 
intelligence streamlines 
the sourcing process

Based on culture, skills, 
competency fit and 
aspirational strategy; 
tech-enabled

Strategic planning and 
analytics integrate HR 
and business inputs

Position-of-choice 
marketing; engaging 
candidate communities 
to reach passive job 
seekers; CRM powers 
candidate marketing

Visualization of data 
and benchmarking  
for comparison

Sourcing mix defined; 
thoughtful strategy to 
generate candidates 
for each job/business 
vertical

Business unit 
involvement; structured 
competency-based 
interviews; focus on 
quality of hire

Historic performance 
and lagging indicators

ATS generates 
automated 
communications; 
employer-of-choice 
marketing

Basic historical 
reporting

Target sourcing 
channels based on  
job category

Based on skills

Managing gaps

Generic / ad hoc

Inconsistent or  
non-existent

Post and pray

Ad hoc
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How can you build a more effective and relevant 
employee value proposition (EVP)?

ALIGN YOUR EVP WITH YOUR CORPORATE STRATEGY

Your organization’s culture, values, vision and business goals are 

unique. Your EVP should be equally unique and should define 

everything your company does to attract, engage, motivate and 

reward employees to create value for its customers in the current 

business environment. Your EVP is a promise that explains in 

simple, easy-to-understand language why an employee would 

want to work for your company as opposed to anywhere else.

DEFINE ROLES FOR YOUR  
EVP STAKEHOLDERS

Different stakeholders within your organization have different responsibilities for 

bringing your EVP to life. Your leadership team is responsible for communicating 

the EVP to internal and external audiences. HR defines and manages the delivery 

of the EVP. Hiring managers enable and deliver it through their day-to-day 

interactions with employees and candidates. Employees are the ultimate EVP 

stakeholders. They’ll tell you whether or not your company is actually delivering 

on its value proposition.

UNDERSTAND WHAT YOUR EMPLOYEES REALLY WANT

Employee engagement surveys provide objective, scientifically-

valid insights to use in formulating your EVP and evaluating its 

relevance over time. For example, the RESPECT framework for 

measuring employee engagement from Engage2Excel enables you 

to benchmark employee engagement levels against those in your 

industry sector as well as against best practices organizations.

EXECUTIVE 
LEADERSHIP

EMPLOYEES
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GET HELP FROM MARKETING IN CREATING YOUR EVP

Engage your internal marketing team early in the process of developing or updating your EVP and 

in creating the communications programs, tools and experiences that will help make it compelling 

and relevant. As the stewards of your corporate brand, they can provide the expertise, resources and 

guidance needed to ensure strategic alignment with enterprise positioning and differentiation.

RECOGNITION

EXCITING WORK

SECURITY

PAY

EDUCATION & CAREER OPPORTUNITY

CONDITIONS

TRUTH8%

15%

8%

25%

19%

6%

20%

THE

RESPECT
FRAMEWORK

EMPLOYEES COMPANY

CUSTOMERS

EVP
EMPLOYEE

VALUE  
PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE
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Are you creating experiences that  
will keep top talent in the queue? 

Current record-high unemployment rates might lead some to believe that candidate experiences 

are less important than they were last year. Nothing could be further from the truth. Recruiting for 

the pandemic recovery period is all about matching fewer openings with the top talent you’ll need 

to succeed. While you’ll be receiving more applications for each open position, a slow or less than 

engaging hiring process may cause top talent to move on. Every applicant, if treated respectfully, 

could become a referral source, candidate, or customer in the future.

89% of employers only provide 
candidates with a minimal job 
description.

of employers make no contact 
beyond the automated 
acknowledgement of an 
application receipt.

of candidates receive no notice 
from employers when a position 
has been filled.

of applicants were not asked 
to provide feedback on their 
interview experience.

Are you taking 
prospective 
candidates 
for granted?

91%

83%

60%

SOURCE: Qualigence International

59% of candidates use social media 
to research companies they are 
interested in.1

of candidates now look at 
employer reviews before making 
career decisions.2 

of candidates’ positive 
experiences are shared with  
their inner circle.3

of candidates’ negative 
experiences are shared with  
their inner circle.3

Why are 
candidate 
experiences 
so important?

70%

81%

66%

SOURCES: 1. Talent Works; 2. Glassdoor; 3. TalentBoard
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Are you using content marketing and candidate 
nurturing to build your talent pipeline?

In today’s job market, the same principles your marketing department uses to build a pipeline of 

customer prospects can be applied to build a pipeline of employee candidates. Whether you are 

attempting to attract customers or employees, there are three distinct phases that define where 

prospects are in a pipeline: awareness, engagement and consideration. Content marketing programs 

foster advancement through each stage by delivering targeted communications, activities and 

experiences. The table below lists examples of the types of content and experiences you can use to 

improve the effectiveness of your recruitment marketing program.

“Content marketing is an essential component for 
creating an effective recruitment marketing campaign.”

DARREN FINDLEY, PRESIDENT
ENGAGE2EXCEL RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS

•  Presentations at networking 
events (virtual or in-person)

•  Employer branding campaigns

•  Blog articles with career advice 
and hiring manager insights

•  Employer news

•  Corporate mission, vision  
and values

•  Articles and videos on 
corporate social responsibility

•  Employee videos

•  Hiring manager profile videos

• Compelling job descriptions

•  Team interaction (virtual)

•  Career pathing

•  Employee and hiring manager 
social media connections

BUILDING 
AWARENESS

ENGAGEMENT 
& EDUCATION

CONSIDERATION 
& DECISION

CHANNELS

EMAIL

SOCIAL MEDIA

CAREER SITE/BLOGS

WEBINARS TEXT/TELEPHONE

OFFLINE EVENTS (virtual) 1-TO-1 MEETINGS (virtual)

CHATBOTS
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Do you have the recruitment marketing 
tools you need to attract top talent?

What tools will you need to compete more efficiently and effectively for top talent in today’s job 

market? Listed below are a few examples that are often either overlooked or underutilized. Use these 

suggestions as a starting point for brainstorming and discussion. Work with your sourcers, recruiters, 

internal business partners and marketing experts to build a more comprehensive list of recruitment 

marketing tools, assets and programs.

Job Description Creation: Do your job descriptions go beyond basic requirements and 

duties to uniquely convey your position and company as the opportunity of choice 

for candidates? Poorly crafted job descriptions result in wasted time with today’s 

candidates, contribute to higher turnover and don’t present a compelling and realistic 

representation of your job opportunities. A survey by management consultancy Hay 

Group revealed that 90% of HR managers believe that good job descriptions lead to 

better qualified candidate pools.

EVP Messaging Playbook: Your EVP is an important asset to use in differentiating your 

company. An EVP messaging playbook helps ensure consistent and compelling messaging 

across corporate divisions, recruiting partners and channels. Often overlooked, however, 

is the vital role that recruiters and hiring managers need to play by delivering the EVP to 

candidates in an authentic and personalized manner. Make sure your EVP playbook includes 

sample scripts and scenario-based sketches to help stakeholders bring your EVP to life.

Training for Recruiters and Hiring Managers: Does your organization have a formal 

program in place for training recruiters and hiring managers in effective video interviewing? 

Training should also include how to best do an internal discovery call to gain consensus on 

all the key attributes of a candidate, top sourcing techniques that can be used in identifying 

your target market, behavioral-based interviewing techniques and analysis of assessment 

results.

Social Media Advertising: Paid social media campaigns provide an excellent way to 

supplement your organic, inbound recruitment advertising. The average click-through rate 

for ads on Facebook is 0.56% with an average cost per click of $3.77, which makes such 

campaigns affordable for both large and small businesses. Whether you opt for authentic 

employee profiles or use humor and creativity to engage your audience, utilizing Facebook, 

Instagram and LinkedIn can help you increase brand awareness and reach potential hires 

via highly targeted campaigns. 
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Transforming recruitment operations won’t happen overnight. It’s a time-consuming process that 

requires clearly defined objectives, a prioritized roadmap and ongoing project management. Usually, 

the biggest challenge is deciding where to begin. The table below lists ideas for improving experiences 

and outcomes at each stage of the recruitment lifecycle. As with the other suggestions provided in this 

eBook, these ideas are offered as starting points when developing plans for building your organization’s 

recruitment transformation initiative.

•  Evaluate and rank  
employer branding  
campaigns by competitors

•  Conduct focus groups to get 
objective feedback on your 
branding and EVP

•  Share real employee stories 
through video profiles to boost 
your employer brand

BRANDING & EVP
DIFFERENTIATION

•  Collaborate closely with 
hiring managers to build job 
descriptions, establish success 
criteria and agree on sourcing 
channels

•  Build relationships with all 
prospects, providing advice 
and insight even if they aren’t 
the right fit for your company

SOURCING

•   Stay in frequent touch  
with prospects, and return  
all emails/calls promptly

•  Host a virtual recruiting event,  
 make it fun with activities and  
 opportunities for candidates to  
 interact and ask questions

SOURCING

•  Time test your application process 
on desktop and mobile devices 
and count the number of clicks

•  Go undercover, posing as an 
applicant to identify areas for 
improvement

•  Enable individuals who aren’t 
ready to apply to opt-in to learn 
about future opportunities

APPLYING

•  Share candidate profiles  
so that the hiring team can 
tailor and personalize interviews

•  Incorporate an assignment or an 
interactive component into the 
interview process

•  Let all prospects know where 
they are in the process and 
communicate to all candidates 
once a selection has been made

INTERVIEWING  
& SELECTION

•  Speed up your hiring decision 
process and ensure hiring 
managers understand that 
your best candidates will have 
competing offers

•  Send a welcome package to 
new employees after offer 
acceptance to build loyalty  
and reinforce their choice

• Conduct new hire surveys

HIRING & 
PRE-BOARDING

of candidates will consider other offers if they 
don’t receive a touch point before day one 
SOURCE: Trendicators, Role of Recognition in Recruiting, Onboarding  
& Retaining Employees58%

What can you do to improve candidate 
experiences and outcomes?
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How can you better align recruitment processes 
to compete more effectively for talent? 

Transforming recruitment to better respond to opportunities and challenges during the post-pandemic 

recovery period is a top priority for CEOs and HR leaders. One challenge for many organizations, 

however, is that recruitment functions are often performed in a disparate and disconnected manner. In 

building your plan for transforming recruitment to improve your competitive advantage, it is imperative 

to win support from your senior leadership for an integrated business model that aligns recruitment 

processes, functions and resources to achieve measurable outcomes.

“Now more than ever, recruitment leaders need to proactively respond to the  
changing needs of internal business stakeholders to improve competitive advantage.”  

DARREN FINDLEY, PRESIDENT 
ENGAGE2EXCEL RECRUITMENT SOLUTIONS

CONVENTIONAL DISCONNECTED
RECRUITMENT MODEL

BUILDING AN INTEGRATED 
RECRUITMENT MODEL

Sourcing & 
Recruiting

Employer
Branding

Employee
Referrals

Engagement  
& Recognition

•  Disparate processes, vendors and tools

•  Siloed work efforts based on HR discipline vs. 
business needs

•  Lack of scalability

•  Lack of results/trackability

•  Connected processes, solutions and tools

•  Mutually supportive efforts based on 
business needs

•  Scalable processes and tools

•  Alignment of resources focused on 
measurable outcomes

Employer
Branding

Sourcing & 
Recruiting

Preboarding  
& Onboarding

Engagement  
& Recognition

Employee
Referrals
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TRBP3.V2

The Engage2Excel group of companies creates  

engaging career and consumer experiences. Its  

Career Experience Suite (CXS) provides recruitment,  

onboarding, employee recognition, manager development  

and employee survey solutions tailored to each organization  

and designed to help clients find and keep their talent. With  

over 3,000 client partners, Engage2Excel has a proud  

heritage of developing innovative solutions that improve 

competitive advantage and boost bottom-line results. 

To learn more, visit engage2excel.com.


